This paperdescribes the framework for a new abstraction method that utilizes event-tmits written in sentences. Event-units are expressed in Language Information Structnrc (LIS) form and the projection of LIS from a sentence is f)cffonned by a semantic engine. ABEX (ABstraction EXtraction system) utilizes the LIS outpttt of the semantic engine. ABI';X can extract events from sentences and classify them. Since ABEX and the LIS form nsc only limited knowledge , the system need not construct or nlaintain a large amount of knowledge.
Introduction
Automatic abstraction, a lnajor natural lauguagc ]n'uecssing application, is difficult to achieve. Luhn[5] developed a very simple extraction method that searches for the keywords ill each sentence. This type nf abstraction is easy to accomplish, but its quality is poor. Other abstraction methods[6, 31 utilize natural language unders~ding (NLU). However NLU is still in the development stage. For achieving good practical performance, it is necessary to treat the thformation expressed in a tlocument uniformly so that it can be analyzed with only a small fixed amount of knowledge.
We propose tile L.IS form which allows inlormatinn about events tO Lvd unilollnly treated, t;urt[lcl~nore, the semantE engine only uses abstract words, this reduces thc size of the knowledge. So the semuntic engine projects a sentence to a LIS form within a lmdted anloant of knowledge.
In abstraction, classification is the first step. Classification is performed using unilorln approach, the LIS lkmn. LIS event representation ullow us to select and classify sentences, 2 A semantic engine
What is the l,anguage Information
Strncture(LIS) form?
The LIS form expresses the inlormation structure that pernlits commnnication between individuals. If two ino dividuals communicate about one that happened (will happen) m the real world, the core inlormation is the event. Sometm~es a spe,aker will atulche an attitude to the event. So information al~ml real world is expressed by the event and the attitude of tile speaker.
L1S form
In the LIS form, there are two types of feature-structure, word feature-strncture and event feature-structure. Almost all slots of tile word feature-stxucture are filled with appropriate values and lew slots of the event featurestructure are empty. The semantic engine tries to fill all slots of lhe feature-structure.
Event feuture-str ucture
Event has one leature-structure, the role lkkqture. The sentence conlilins one or more events and die event featurestructure indicates the role of words or phrases in the event. The role feature is either essential or extensional. Seven essential roles have been created: as AGENT, OB-JECT, ACTION, LOCATION, TIME, FROM, and TO. These roles are defined not for verbs but for events. This is quite diflerent li'om Fillmore's cases [2] . Therefore, the action ill the event is represented by the ACTION slot, which c~ln be lilled by verbs, nouns, gerunds, and so oil. It is not necessary to fill the ACTION slot by a verb. l:or exulnple, tile phra.sc " a laud tmrchase agreement" is dealt with as one event in the LIS, and the ACTION slot-value is "agreement". Other slots, such as AGENT, OBJECT, LOCAI'ION, TIME, FROM and TO slots are ahoost the same as in Fillmore's cases of 'agent', 'object', 'location', 'time', 'source', and 'goal (or experiencer)'. It is important that our role model deals with the roles of words (or pltrases) in an event, not word meaning.
Using just seven essential roles, it is difficult to assign a talc to a word (or a phrase). we introduce extensional roles which allow to be moditied by the addition of "/constraint".
2,2.2 Word feature-structure
Word has six features. These are semantic lizature (DDF) slot, numerical-value slot, date slot, constmtint slot, modality slot, and word string slot. Using the semantic feature, the event feature-structure will be determined during semantic interpretation process. Six classes of semantic features are defined, such as INDI-VIDUAL, ELEMENT, THING, ACTION, LOCATION, and TIME These classes are instantiated to the Domain Dependent semantic Features (DDF) when tile domain is decided.
The constraint fcmure restricts the feature-su'ucturc of brother words or t)hrases. FurthcrlllOre, tile constraint feature determines the relations betweell word featurestructure and event feature-structure, ht Japanese language, a word which have a ACTION DDF usually has the constraint feature that determines tile slots of event feature-structure.
The numerical-value slot expresses numerical value of a word ; 0, 1 , 2, --(one) , ¢i (hundred) , :1"-(thousand) , and so on. The calculation of countthg up and down is necessary, so all figures are separated. The nmnericalvalue feature will be expressed as folh)ws.(Onr notation of a feature-structure is ~eature-name =feature-value].)
The date slot expresses event occurrence time and is expressed by the Christian era. In the Christian era, days are counted by numbers, so that date slots arc calculated nsing the numerieal-value feature. The date slot has a minute slot, a second slot, a hour slot, a day slot, a month slot, and a year slot. Eacll slot is expressed in nmnerical value.
The modality slot is classilied into three c,'ttcgories; tense, aspect, and uqood. Since tile tense and aspect are linguistically Iixed, we use an ordinary categorization. However, mood is needed to be categorized differently, because the information unit used this system is an event. So we categorized mood as a combination of Bratman's Belief-Desire-lnten lion model[ 1 ] and modal logic. That is the skate of event is expressed hy modal logic (necessary operator, possible operator, and negation sign) and the attitude of speakers cart tx~ cthssiliod into belief, desire, and intention. For example, a seurence I think it ts possible to construct a plant there will be expressed as Belief(Possibleli', where E means an event;construct a plant there, that is, the individual believes that E is possible.
Furthermore, it is necessary to consider u situation in which information is transferred. In tfie newspaper, it is created by journalists who get information from other services (person or company information bureau), ht this situation, the event aml the attitude of file inforumtion possessor (IP) is transported to a speaker (SP);journalist.
The journalist then reexpresses the information to reflect his attitude. If the modality of IP and SP are expressed as
M odalit ~,/se (), M odalit Yl v (),
respectively, information in newspaper is expressed as,
M odalitys p ( M odality, e( E V E N T) ) ).
If the target document is newspaper, the LIS form includes the modality of speaker (Modalitysp) and the modality of information possessor (Modalitylp).
Projection Mechanism
Parsing is done using Morphological analysis and Dependency zmalysis[4] attd yields a syntactic tree for a sentence,
After the parsing, we search a feature-structure dictionary to extract feature-structures of all words related to the domain. To perform semantic analysis with limited knowledge, word feature-structures are prepared only for abstract words. The registration of proper nouns are left to the user. The semantic engine infers the semantic meaning of words or phrases from the system default and user registrations held in the dictionary. This means the semantic engine do not need all knowledge of words for semantic interpretation. Thus only a small amount of words need to be maintained.
After attaching the appropriate word feature-structure to all important words, semantic interpretation can proceed. From the type of propagation for the feature-structure in a parsing tree,there are two types of features. One is the synthesized type whose value is calculated from sons to fatber relationship of the parsing tree. The other is the inherited type that are calculated from father or brothers.
Word string, DDF, numerical-value, date, and modality features are synthesized type and other features, such as consmdnt and role are inherited type. The propagation era feature-structure is accomplished by unification calculus, but the grammar is different.
For DDF features, the grammar is as follows. Tile
Ii'.I)DF
The grammar of l~)r the date feature is, Tile calculation of number aud date features is done like a stack. The nmnerical-value feature has one stack and date feature has six stacks.
For example, lbr the number 1992, all die numbers, 1. At lirst, tile domain is decided. Ill this example, we use "~-.~l~-J/h'~ "(company act) domain.
Tile system rougldy separates events and extracts all events which related to the dolnaill: corupany act. From tile featnre-structure dictionary, file sentence was quickly reviewed to determine whether there is a word which has an ACTION DDF or not. If there is no such word, the system thea stops analyzing the sentence. In the example, the Iirst sentence (S 1) is made of two events. One is" J~ (construction)" and the other is " D,~]~[l (agreement)". The two events are connected by" $--5 ~ ~ "~" (surukoto-de)". So seutence ($1) is separated to two events. Senteuce $3 does not have an ACTION DDF, so further analysis is not couducted.
Therefore, we call obk'lin live events from five sentences; S I to $5. Note: Symbol '_agent.Dl)F' means IhlU if the DDF feature value is unified to the one node, then variable '_agent' is tx)unded to that node's feature-structure. Variable *article-year* is bounded to the date of year when the article is publishezl.
The example is parsed as shown in ligure 1. Once the parsing is finished, the semantic thterpretution process begins. Node n] wilt have tile featurestructure timt is the result of calculation between the feature-structure of" ~ (raisynn)" and " 7~, b (kara)", but the word" 2,~ C9 (kava)" has no leature-structurc so thc feature-structure of" ~ (raisyun)" ul, is propagated to node nl. The feature-structures of all nodes are calculated same way.
For the constraint lcature, uniiication was done to all brothers. If there is a node which satisfies the constraint, then the variable _agent is ['rounded to that node feature-structure.
If there is no node which satisfies tile constraint, then variable _agent is unbounded.
Try to think about the constraint feature in "Jd~P.
(kensetsu)". There is no node that has agent (company) in DDF, but there are nodes which satisfy the constraint, such as the ~action,_object, and _time which are bounded to nodes n3, n2, hi,respectively.
Finally we get the event feature-structure of top node n-top,shown in figure 2.
3 An abstraction using the LIS form
The basic method of the abstraction
In tile abstraction, we utilize classification of the LIS ouqmt. First, a sentence is put into the LIS form by the semantic engine.
TIle LIS output is used to commence the abstraction procedurc. To extract information from sentence, we think classilicaUon is tile best way. The semantic engine analyzes sentence in fixed domain, after the semantic attalysis. Sentences tire classilied whether an event or not, artd tile system extracts the events which are related to the domain.
Finally, ABEX provides a abstraction. One abstraction proposed here is the classification of event occurrence time and similarity of event. This classification reveals the relationships of each event. Individual event occurrence times will be determnined from value of the time feature and the similarity of events is calculated by comparing event feature-structure slots. An example oftlne abstraction Figure 2 shows a typical abstraction result of ABEX. The events me classified by tile eveiit occurrence title and the simimlity of each event. In this Iigure, xaxis indicates tthsohlte event (}cctllfence tittle and y axis indicates relative sinlilarity of events alld cilcled icQIIS indicate single events. A typical classification restllt using tile modality of information is shown in ligure 3.
The Event 2 lilts tile modality of an official bulletin and Event 5 has rite modality of company imention, so we get tile abs~tction result shown in figure 3.
Conclusion
We have described a I'ranlework I()r a now ahsIraciitnl method that utilizes classilication. Classilication is per formed using tile outpnt of u senlantic engine that is based on LIS form. Since the LIS Ionn takes into account the incompleteness of knowledge, the system requires curly a small amount of knowledge to i)erfoma the setnaatic analysis.
First, ABEX utilizes the selectivity of the semantic engine according to the domain and the event. Furthermore, ABEX classify accorcling to tile LIS constituents such as, TIME modality and so on. The generation mechanism is poor, bttt ahstraction by classification is an easy way makillg all ahsffact. Furthermore, the chtssification nletilod descrihed here well supports human abstract tasks.
